A brief description of photogrammetric procedures are made to show how it has been and today is possible to make correction to photogrammetric measurements for the effect of refraction.
Such error-functions are for example -radial and tangential lens distortion -film shrinkage -refraction and earth curvature.
HOW IS PHOTOGRAMMETRY USED?
Photcgrammetry is used for many different purposes. The classical area is of course mapping from aerial photographs, from the beginning only for small scales 1:50 000 -1:20 000 but today also for large scale mapping up to 1:400.
In ordinary civil engineering photogrammetric methods also find a place for deformation measurements and volume computations etc. Here terres trial cameras are used and the distance between camera and object is much smaller than in aerial photography.
Another increasing area is the densif ication of the net of known ground points used for absolute orientation of stereomodels. It is in this field of photogrammetry most efforts are spent to get the highest possible accuracy today.
WHEN IS CORRECTION MADE FOR REFRACTION?
Photogrammetric computations can be made with analogue or analytical methods. In the first case a stereoplotting instrument is used and we get a drawn map or 3-dimensional coordinates as primary products. Because we do not measure the coordinates of the picture directly we have very limited means of introducing corrections. One way is to include corrections plates in the copying process from negative to diapositive or put correction plates in the image-holder in the stereoplotting instrument. These glass-plates can only be made for standard heights and standard atmospheres. Antoher way is to compute the effects on the model-coordinates and make corrections to these. In Ackermann/Schwidefsky are references made to Leyonhufvud and Schut for the computation of the refraction angle.
HOW IS ACCURACY BEING IMPROVED TODAY?
The results achieved with numerical photogrammetry today are very excellent, however, methods are tried to further improve accuracy. In block-adjustment, for example, parameters for the inner orientation are included as unknowns in the computations, this is called selfcalibration. If parameters for radial lens-distortion are included the effects of refraction must to sane degree be included in these. This could be one way to compensate for the actual atmosphere.
Another method to improve accuracy is to use the discrepancies in known points after block-adjustment to compute parameters in a correc tion polynom separate for x-and y-coordinates. These polynoms are then used to compute corrections for all new coordinates.
CONCLUSIONS -Today only model-atmospheres are used to compute the refraction for aerial photogrammetry.
-Traditional methods for photogrammetric measurements offer limited possibilities for corrections of photograph coordinates.
There is a demand for more accurate photogrammetric measurenents for point densification.
-With modern computing methods where comparator measurements are used it is easy to introduce corrections.
-Refraction, among other errors, must be fully controlled using inflight registrations of actual conditions if accuracy is to be improved. 
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